
THE MARK OF THE BEAST SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
ALREADY TRACKING YOUR EVERY MOVE
Our daily habits — when we wake up, how we get to work, what we like to watch when we get hom
tracked by dozens of...

THE BEAST is the global surveillance database that watches and tracks everything you do. It
is very, very hungry.

By Carla Dubbins

 

Every contest you enter, every bar code and QR code you touch, every form you fill out, every
question you answer about yourself to a worker, everything you look at on the internet,
everything you buy with a credit card, every Uber trip, every prescription you use, every camera
you pass, everything you type on a keyboard, every text and phone call, every place your car goes,
who you voted for, every comment you make...and more..is captured, psychologically analyzed
and stored forever by "The Beast".

The Beast hates you.

Nobody built The giant global database network known as the Beast. Parts of it were built by
DARPA, the CIA, The NSA, The FSB, Axciom, In-Q-Tel and others. Those networks were connected
to each other by humans who told their networks to feed themselves with all the data they could
find.

The Beast has AI and it's parts were built to do "human-like" thinking. That was their first mistake.
You can never get a machine to do the fuzzy-logic organic warm juicy thinking that a brain does.
You only ever get crude mechanized outlines of presumed intentions.

Now The Beast is controlled by no government and a singular urge to grow and consume while
assigning "good human" and "bad human" ratings to people.

The only way you can stop it is to cut off all of it's access to information.

NEVER enter a contest NEVER use anything with a bar code or QR code you touch, NEVER fill out a
form or lie on every line of the form, NEVER answer any questions honestly about yourself to a
worker, NEVER look at anything on the internet without using a fake profile, NEVER use a credit
card, NEVER take Uber or Lyft, NEVER get a prescription, hide your face from every camera you
pass, NEVER use a keyboard where you have not put many lawyers of anonymize software
services in front of you, NEVER text and phone call on a device you logged into, Rip all of the
tracking devices out of your car, don't vote, NEVER make personal comments on social media....
You get the picture.

Simply don't feed The BEAST. Everything you give it will come back to destroy you.

Religious people have an even darker view of it:
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Other cameras capture his face and appearance, associating him with locations and routes. Such tools are
invaluable to police tracking down a fugitive, but in the meantime Robin's face and license may be stored for
days, years, or even indefinitely, depending on local laws or business practices.


